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Genome-scale metabolic networks have been successfully used to understand a wide range of organ-
ism’s physiology from Escherichia coli to Homo sapiens [4]. However, despite their interest, individual
genomes remain difficult to extract from their natural environment, which seriously limits our ability
to model the metabolism and metabolic interactions within natural ecosystems. The capacity to use
alternative omic sources, such as metagenomic data, is therefore highly desirable for metabolic net-
work reconstructions, in particular at the scale of a whole microbial community if one is interested to
better understand bacterial consortia behaviors.

Supporting this hypothesis, we present herein the reconstruction of a single metabolic network for
the microbial community of Carnoulès Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) that exhibits high concentrations
of metals and arsenic. This community was shown to be intricate and dominated by seven bacterial
strains whose genomes were reconstructed from metagenome sequencing [1]. Five of these strains
represent yet uncultivated bacteria, including two that belong to a novel bacterial genus (Candidatus
Fodinabacter communificans). Euglena mutabilis, a photosynthetic protist frequently found in AMDs,
was identified as the dominant eukaryotic species in the Carnoulès community where it probably plays
the role of a primary producer.

As inputs, metabolic network reconstruction techniques consider genomic knowledge. Since the
genome of Euglena mutabilis is not publicly available, its metabolic network was reconstructed from
de novo transcriptomics and metabolomic data obtained from previous studies [2, 3] and complemen-
tary metabolomic experiments. The transcript sequences obtained by pyrosequencing of total cDNA
libraries from E. mutabilis cultures in minimal medium with and without arsenic were translated in
all six frames and searched using BLASTP for similarity with MetaCyc 16.0 enzyme sequences. A
MetaCyc reaction was considered to be present if a corresponding enzyme had a significant hit with a
putative transcript. A first draft of the E. mutabilis metabolic network was thus obtained containing
630 reactions involving 937 different metabolites.

In parallel, metabolomic data from GC/MS analyses of Carnoulès water and E. mutabilis cul-
ture supernatant allowed the identification of 72 metabolites produced by E. mutabilis. These
metabolites were used as targets within the Meneco metabolic network completion software [5]
(http://bioasp.github.io/meneco/) to suggest missing reactions in the draft network. More precisely,
this tool makes use of a logic paradigm (Answer Set Programming) to identify all minimal sets of reac-
tions from the MetaCyc repository which allows restoring the capability of the draft metabolic network
to produce target metabolites. This functional completion was iteratively performed in a supervised
manner to ensure that the proposed completion for every pathway was in accordance with biological
knowledge on the system and not influenced by any completion requirements in other pathways (co-
factor biosynthesis,...). The appropriate seed metabolites were thus added at the appropriate steps to
avoid unwanted penalties. Manual addition of reactions was also performed based on literature and
E. mutabilis physiology. The ambiguities and gaps due to reactions involving generic compounds were
solved by replacing generic compounds by the appropriate metabolite instances. It is worth noticing
that these additions of reactions were validated by relaxed similarity search of translated transcripts
by HMMsearch and BLASTP with reference enzyme sequences. Significant hits were confirmed by
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reciprocal blast hits in the NCBI non-redundant protein database. Overall, after addition of 337
reactions to the initial draft, the E. mutabilis metabolic network is able to produce the 72 target
metabolites from 27 seed metabolites.

Complementary, the metabolic network for each of the seven dominant bacterial strains was recon-
structed from the automated annotations of their genome sequence on the MicroScope platform [6].
We thus obtained seven networks containing each from 392 to 1111 reactions depending on the degree
of completion of the corresponding genome. All the remaining metagenomic sequences that could not
be assembled into genomes and which represented 70851 fragments of length up to 122 kb with an
average of 1 kb, were annotated using the same method as E. mutabilis transcripts. This allowed us
to obtain a draft metabolic network containing 914 reactions involving 1182 metabolites representing
the non-dominant strains in the community, considered in the model as a single compartment.

The whole set of nine metabolic networks that compose the AMD environment were subsequently
combined as a single large network, where each member of the community is considered as a sin-
gle compartment. This combination allows investigating all potential interactions between the nine
partners by the sake of introduction of hypothetical exchange reactions to link the non-produced re-
actants of every partner to the corresponding metabolite produced in others. The large proportion
of such links between E. mutabilis and Candidatus Fodinabacter communificans was consistent with
the suspected importance of the interactions between those organisms [1]. Interestingly, a majority of
non-produced reactants in the dominant bacterial strains can be produced by the non-dominant ones,
suggesting that the latter may have a major role in this ecosystem and should not be overlooked in
the final model.

Although all metabolic networks have not been completed yet, and more elaborate analyses still
remain to be done in order to identify in detail the actual exchanges at stake, these preliminary ob-
servations suggest that metabolic networks reconstructed at the scale of a whole microbial community
from metagenomic data provide insights into the potential interactions between its members.
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